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Abstract. The relationship between the General Thoory of Relativi-
ty and Blackett's gravi.magnetic hypothesis is discussed. The gravi-
magnetic hypothesis proposes that the magnetic moment and the in.
ternal angular momentum of a rotating body are proportional, and
that the proportionaJity constant is {lGl/2 / e wherc {l is a dimensionless
empirical constant, G is the gravitational constant and e is the speed
of light. Dasing this work on this hypothesis it is shown that in the
Post- Newtonian approximation the equations of motion of the internaJ
angular momentum of a spinning test body lead to the equation of
motion of a magnetic moment acted upon by a magnetic field.

PACS: 04.20.Cv

In a letler [1] expressing his views on Kaluza's idea Cor the unification oC
gravitation and eledromagnetism, Einstein made the Collowing cornment:

"It often appears to me that the magnetic ficld of the Earth is based upon an
yet unknown connection betwccn gravitation and electromagnetism ... "

This remark shows how diflicult Einstin considered the problem oC the origin
oC the earth's magndic ficld and at the sarne time his suggcsted solution: a unitied
theory oC gravity and electromagnetismo

An interesting proposal explaining astrophysical magnctic ficlds (perhaps re-
latcd to the idea expressed by Einstein) was made by Olackett in 1947 [21. Bis pro-
posal, known as the gravi-magnetc hypothesis, postulate that the magnetic rnornent
m and the internal angular momenturn S oC a rotating body satisCy the Collowing
basic relation

Gl/2
m =fJ-S,

e
(1)

where {3 is a dimcnsionlcss empirical constant, G is thc gravitational constant, and
e is the specJ of light. This rdation is of interest in physics Cor at least two reasons.
First, it contains the two basic constants G and 'c which appear naturally in the
general theory oC re1ativity {3]. Second, it allows Cor the conception oC a rotating
body without charge as the source oC a magnctic field B, since
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and if one substitutes Eq. (1) into Eq. (2) the result is:

Gl/2 S
ll=2fJ-J.

e r

(2)

(3)

Although the gravi-magnctic hypothesis is one oí the most interesting attempts
al explaining astrophysical magnetic ficlds, it has beco largely ignored because oí
the lack oí definitive laboratory peoaí [4]. Hefe it is important lo remember that
no complctcly convincing theory has becn proposed to accouot foc astrophysical
magnetie fields [2,4,5J. The Dynamo Theory [6J, one of the rnost promising, is a
very complicated theory involving ~1axwell's elcdrodynamics and hydrodynamics,
in contrast lo the simplicity oí the gravi-magnelic hypothesis theory. Furthermorc,
the dynamo theory presents sorne practical difficulties when applied to a specific
astrophysical body. For isotanee, Ingersoll [5] has poinled out recently that no
planetary dynamo, not even the Earth, is well understood, primari1y because oí
lack\ of obscrational data from thc interior oí the planeL

In 1979, Sirag [4] rcconsidcrcd Blackctt's gravi.magnetic hypothesis. He discov-
eroo that not only the Earth, the Sun and the slar 78 Virgis, fit ioto re1ation (1)
(as had been previously proven by Blaekett [2]), but that the moon and the plan-
ets Mercury, Jupiter, Venus and Sturn do as well. Moreover, Sirag added Pulsar
Hereules X - 1 to the listo

The fad that a pulsar fits into relation (1) is oí great importance in the
reconsideration of the gravi-magnetic hypothesis. As Sirag (4J pointed out, the
Hercules data is both fairly accurate and represcnts an extremely high magnetic
field (5 X 1012 Gauss) and angular veloeity (5 rad. s-I).

The main purpose of this paper it to relate B1ackett's gravi- magnetic hypothesis
to the general theory oí relativity [3J. The motivation for this work carne from the
observation that in General Relativity a rotating body without charge behaves as
the source oí a gravitatioal field. To be specific, there is an exact solution oí the
gravitational field equations of general relativity (known as the Kerr Solution [3])
which represents the field as being exterior to a rotating axialIy syrnmetric body.
It is worthwhile to mention that in Newtonian Gravitational Theory the field
of an axially syrnmetric body is independent oí its rotational motion, unlike the
situation in general relativity. Thus, if the gravi-magnetic hypothesis is considered
seriously, it follows that a rotating body without charge is the source oí both the
magnetie field and the gravitational field. This conclusion appears to be important
as well as interesting. It may eventually shcd sorne light on the connection between
eleetromagnetie all'd gravitational phenomena.

Let us begin by eonsidering the Kerr Solution. [t has a line elernent of the
following form
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, '" 2MGp
ds = - e dt + dx + '[' ( )'](' ')'cp+x.a p+a

x [p'x. dx + pdx . (a x x) + (a. x)(a. dx) + (p' + a')pcdt]' ,
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(4 )

where J\[ is the rnass of the rotating body, x is a Quasi Euclidcan thrce-vector; scaler
products :r . a, x2 and so on, are dcfincd as in Euclidean Gcometry, p is defincd by

p' - (r' - a')p' - (a. x)' = O, (5 )

wherc r2 :;::; x2 and a is a constant vector relate<1 to the internal angular momcntum
S of lhe rolaling body by the formula

G
a = c3MS. (6)

It is important to mcntion that the total linear momcntum J(p.(p, v = 0,1,2,3)
oC the rotaling body satisfies, according to the Kcrr solution (4) the expressions:

K =0, (7)

Although it would be intcresting lo relale the entire Kerr solution (4) to the
Gravi-r-.lagnetic hypothesis, we will only work in this papee with its reduced ap-
proximate Corm which is valid foe low rates of inlernal angular momenlum and
weak fields. \\'e will use the Post-Newtonian approximation [3J in conncction w¡th
tIJe internal angular momentum precession oC a rotating system.

\Ve will write below the equations oC motíon foe a massive test particle with
internal angular momentum Silo:

(8)

(9)

where r~t1reprcsents the ChristolTeI symbols. The internal angular momcntum Silo
satisfies the additíonal relation

(10)
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It is wor1h mentiolling that Equation (8) is only approximate, sincc normally
its r¡ght hano side is nol zera duc lo a gravilationai force which dcpends 011 the
Riemmann lensor and S" [71.

\Ve will focus now Oll Eq. (9) roc the internal angular momentum Silo. It is
possible lo show tha1 in the post-newtonian approximatioll this cquation reduces
to the following exprcssion:

whefe

_ 1 _ G [-5 3(5. x)X]
n - -2\7 xgol- c3 -;3+ r5 .

(11 )

( 12)

Befe 90i are thc off-diagonal tcrms oC the metric 9IJY and S is the internal angular
momenturn oí tite sourcc rotating body. In expression (12) roc n, we considere<:!
ooly the terms containing S. Indeed, there are two additional tefrns in (12) which
we will not considcr hefe, sincc they don't contain S. Equation (11) describes al the
posl-ncwlonian Icvcl precession of the interna! angular momentum S relative to a
comoving orthonormal frarnc.

The Eq. (12) defines the angular velocity n of prccession. Il is interesting to
compare lhis equation with that of a rnagnetic ficld duc to a magnetic moment ro

m 3(m.x)x
B = -, + 5 .

r r
( 13)

It is apparent that except for the constant factor G/eJ, Eq. (12) has exactly
the same form as Eq. (13). II is precisely lhe faclor G/e' which makes il difficull
to detecl thc prcccssional angular velocily. For instan ce, the order of magnitude of
the precessional angular velocity of carth's rotation is

n 0.1 second of arc per year.

This effccl has nol yel been dclccled [31.
We willnow wrile Eq. (ll) in lhe following form

(14 )

(15)
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This exprcssion suggcsls thal the gravi-magnclic hypothesis takes on the following
form

el
01= -S,

e

GL
17=-S.

e

(16 )

( 17)

lIerc m and J7 play the role oC magnetic moments associate<1 with thc source
rotating bady anJ the spinning test particle respectivcly. It is not difficult to sce
lhal (16) and (17) reproduce the gravi.magnelíe relalíon (1) províded that (J = 1.

By suslitnling the relations (16) and (i7) into formula (15) we learn thal

where B is giveIl by

and

T;;;; B x J7,

B = _m + 3(m. x)x
'r3 r5

_ dS
T= di.

(18 )

(19)

(20)

Equation (18) may be recognizcd as the particular cqualioIl of a lorque T exerted
on a magnelic momenl J7 Tlloving in a magnclic ficld n. Thus, slarling with the
Posl-Newtonian approximation of general rclativity, anO using the gravi-magnctic:
hypothesis in tIJe forms (16) and (17) we were able to reproduce a well knowll
formula (18) of electromagnetism.

There are of course a number oC problems arising from the preccding rcslllts,
which neco furthcr discussion. Firsl of all, il is known that lile condition f3 = 1 IIs{'d
in (16) and (17) doc~n 't agrre with tIJe experimental reslIlts [2,4). Fllrth{'rmorc, 011('

finds that Coraslrophysical bodies such as plancts the din'ctioll of m is Tlol parall{'l
lo 5[5]. Finally, B1ackcttt's assumplion cannot cxplain lhe reversal problcm [6}.

Allhough lhe rcsult (18) is based on lhc Posl-Ncwlonian approximation, it
sccms inlriguing and rncrits furlhcr fescarch.
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Resumen. Se discute la relación entre la Teoría General de la H£'la-
tividad y la hipótesis gravi-magnética de Ulackett. La hipótesis gravi.
magnética propone que el momento magnético y el momento angular
interno de un Clwrpo en rotación son proporcionales, y que la constante
de proporcionalidad es /3G1/2/e, donde {J es una constante t-'mpíriea
sin dimensiones, G es la constante gravitacional y c es la velocidad
de la luz. Al basar este trabajo en esta hipótesis, se muestra que en
la aproximación postnewtoniana las ecuaciones de movimiento del mo-
mento angular interno de un cuerpo de prueba con espín conducen a las
ecuaciones de movimiento de un momento magnético bajo la influencia
de un campo magnético.


